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TERMINAL PROJECT ABSTRACT
Stuart Chilvers
Master of Science
Interdisciplinary Studies Program: Historic Preservation
June 2014
Title: Feasibility and Application of Dendrochronology in Oregon Utilizing Douglas Fir:
A Case Study in Southwestern Oregon

The focus of this study is the Martin Powers Barn, located near Cave Junction,
Oregon. The goal of this paper was to determine and verify dates of construction and
modification of the barn, to construct a new long-term reference chronology for the Cave
Junction area, to evaluate the validity of using Douglas fir for dendrochronology and to
identify the criteria for the tree-ring dating of historic structures within the Pacific
Northwest.
Seventeen specimens were collected from the barn and seven proved to be of
sufficient quality to obtain a date and four of the dated samples had an outermost ring
from which a cut date could be obtained. The results were quality-checked and refined
with the computer program COFECHA and corrected with EDRM.
This study indicates cut dates for the hewn frame of c.1895 and cut dates for
interior walls c.1931 . This study shows that dendrochronology is a valid technique for the
· dating of wooden structures in Western Oregon constructed of Douglas fir and can
potentially be utilized elsewhere in the region as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1 Location oftlte Martin Powers 8am (circled) (USGS, Holland 7.5", 1996 Series; Encyclopedia Britannica,
1998)

This paper presents a dendrochronology suitability study on wood taken from the
Martin Powers Barn, which is constructed of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and
located west of Cave Junction, Oregon. The purpose of this study was to determine if
diagnostic features are present in Western Oregon Douglas fir that can be used to
determine the felling dates of the wood in the structure utilizing dendrochronology. The

exploration of this topic will provide researchers with much needed data regarding the
validity of dates of construction for the structure, validity of the use of dendrochronology
in Oregon, and validity of dating Douglas fir.
A review of the literature pertaining to dendrochronology in Oregon did not
reveal any records of its use to date historic buildings in Oregon and to the author's
knowledge, there is no dendrochronological research to date on standing structures in
Oregon. There have been many studies in the past that have investigated the use of
dendrochronological dating of historic structures in the Eastern and Southwestern United
States, Europe, and elsewhere. 1 Yet an examination of the existing body of work reveals
that it has not been utilized in Oregon for this purpose.2 It is therefore the purpose of this
paper to address the lack of information regarding the use of dendrochronology in the
Pacific Northwest and to discover if it is a viable dating methodology for this region with
its unique environmental characteristics and endemic flora.

I James H . Speer, Fundamentals of Tree Ring Research (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 20 I 0), 152,
161 , 167.
2 Pamela K. Paullin, Boring to the core: the archaeology, history, and dendrochronology ofa railroad
logging camp, Ladee Flat, Clackamas County, Oregon . (Thesis, Oregon State University, 2007).
Shari M. Silverman, Sadin, Paul and Compas, Lynn, Archaeological Data Recovery for Site 45LE456,
Cowlitz River Hydroelectric Project, FERC License Number 2016, Lewis County, Washington,
(Seattle. Human Research Associates January 15, 2013).
The thesis by Pamela K. Paullin, "Boring to the core: the archaeology, history, and dendrochronology ofa
railroad logging camp, Ladee Flat, Clackamas County, Oregon" used dendrochronology to relatively
date the locations of housing sites through the dating of the ages of the trees in the clearings, but not to
directly date the structures themselves.
There is also a archaeological report for a corduroy road adjacent to the Cowlitz River in Washington State.
This report produced a date but the methods to obtain it are not clear and the samples were small
fragments of cedar and reaction wood was present in the samples that may have affected the quality of
the results. However, there was agreement between the samples.

Through the analysis of the Powers Barn, the study will determine if
dendrochronology can be successfully applied to the dating of a structure in less stressed
sites where the trees have near ideal growing conditions such as those found in the Cave
Junction area. Numerous dendrochronological studies concerning paleoclimate
reconstruction, fire history, earthquake occurrence and other related undertakings exist in
in the region.3 However, most of these studies have been confined to locations high in the
Cascades and to dry locations east of the Cascade Mountains, which are generally better
suited for dendrochronology .4
The use of Douglas fir in this region is of particular interest for this paper. One of
the first sawmills in Fort Vancouver was built in 1828 on the Washington side of the
Columbia River and used this resource as an exportable commodity to lands as far away
as China. In the 1830s the mills at Fort Vancouver produced some 900,000 board feet per
annum for foreign markets.5 Since that beginning the forests of the region have continued
to be heavily utilized, with Douglas fir one of the top commodities. Even today it is still
one of the most important natural resources within the region as both an export and
locally consumed commodity for building materials. The use of Douglas fir as a building
material was and still is ubiquitous throughout the Pacific Northwest due to its

3 See, J.K. Agee, Fire History Along an Elevational Gradient in the Siskiyou Mountains, Oregon.
Northwest Science, 1991 : 65(4), 188-199.
See Also, G.C Jacoby, D.E. Bunker, B.E. Benson, 1997. Tree-ring evidence for an A.O. 1700 Cascadia
earthquake in Washington and northern Oregon. Geology, 25(11), 999-1002 .
4 For a database of dendrochronology sampling locations and chronologies consult
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
5 Robert Carlton Clark, History of the Willamette Valley Oregon, Chicago: (S.J. Clarke Publishing
Company, 1927), 443 .

abundance, strength, and natural durability that makes it suitable for a wide number of
applications.
Studies have confirmed that Douglas fir is suitable and preferred tree species for
dendrochronological study, in particular when grown in stressed sites such as high
elevation or dry sites like those found in the American Southwest. 6 However, in Oregon
and elsewhere in the Pacific Northwest, the suitability of trees grown in less stressed sites
for dendrochronological dating is virtually unknown. Douglas fir grown in sites at low
elevation is generally less useful for climate reconstruction studies as compared to trees
growing at the very edge of their range, and therefore has received limited attention.
The reasons behind the lack of use of dendrochronology by the historical
preservation community in Oregon likely have to do with the limited timespan in which
settlement in the region occurred in comparison to the rest of the country. Other reasons
possibly include the lack of established tree-ring dating labs, the lack of familiarity with
the technique within the professional historic preservation community, the low sensitivity
of the tree species in response to environmental conditions, the relative rarity of
established chronologies, and most importantly the presence of extensive historical
records on which many researchers depend upon to establish timelines. It is this last
factor that perhaps contributes the most to the absence of dendrochronology to date
houses in this region.

6 Arthur E. Douglass, Prec ision of Ring Dating in Tree-Ring Chronologies. (Tucson: University of Ari zona
Press, 1946) 7.

As shown by examples from the eastern states, the written record does not always
provide a full and accurate account of all details regarding construction or alteration of a
building. When dates are in dispute, dendrochronological dating has proven vital to
establishing and verifying the dates of both historic and prehistoric sites throughout the
world. Written accounts do not tell the whole story of the settlement of Oregon, or
elsewhere in the Pacific Northwest, and information gaps could be filled with the aid of
dendrochronology.
One area that is often overlooked when conducting studies on historic buildings is
the problem posed by outbuildings and other satellite structures. These buildings are
often not as well documented as the main structures and tend not to utilize as many
manufactured goods that can be used to date the main house as they are often made of
found materials that are located on a farmstead. These can include rough-hewn timbers,
hand split shake and other items created by thrifty farmers . Often, when lacking historic
records the date will be assigned solely on the basis of construction techniques used or
material culture present. It is the premise of this paper that it is important to test the
theory that dendrochronology can play a vital role in establishing the dates of these often
neglected structures, since outbuildings can be just as important to the story of a property
as the main residence.
The subject of this study, the Martin Powers Barn, could be one of the more
significant structures in the Illinois River Valley, but is wanting of the attention that it
deserves due to its unknown historical provenance. Additionally, in the case of the
Powers Barn, the lack of attention and recognition of its potential significance could lead
to its loss due to insufficient funding for its preservation. Dendrochronology could prove

invaluable for establishing the significance of the barn by determining its construction
date and through comparison to other structures in the area it could aid in determining
which buildings are in need of priority preservation funding .

Conceptual Framework

Dendrochronology is the science of examining growth patterns in tree-rings to
discover the datable characteristics therein. It originated in the American Southwest
focusing on long-lived conifers, but it has since been applied to the dating of deciduous
trees with its application spanning the temperate zones of both the northern and southern
hemispheres. The primary limitation of the method is that it can be applied only to
geographic regions where trees have definite growing seasons and produce a well-defined
growth ring, thus including most temperate tree species, but excluding many tropical
species. Trees in the northern hemisphere develop a layer of new wood each year, which
is composed of porous and lighter earlywood formed during spring of the growth year,
and a thicker and darker latewood which forms during the later part of the growing
season - typically in summer. The combination of the two constitutes one full year
growth.
It is within the variation of the rings due to certain limiting factors, such as
precipitation and the temperature that the plant receives, that datable attributes within the
growth of the plant emerge. Simplistically, narrow rings correspond to dry years and
thick rings to wet years (although other stand level occurrences such as insect infestation,
ice or wind storms, or fires can affect growth to varying degrees as well). The variations

f~
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in growing conditions that the plant experiences can produce extremely narrow or wide
rings, which are called indicator or pointer rings, and are the rings most useful for visual
dating in dendrochronology. Upon examination of the specimens, patterns begin to
emerge through time and these patterns can be matched to other specimens both in living
trees and in dead because the limiting factors of growth are not just affecting one tree but
a wide area. Through the careful observation of these patterns we are able to reconstruct a
reference chronology for the region through which we can date other specimens in a
process called crossdating.
Much of the current body of work in Oregon concentrates on the reconstruction of
past climatic conditions and fire regimes and existing chronologies have been primarily
developed on higher elevations locations on public lands.7 The Willamette Valley and
other areas close to sea level in Oregon have been entirely ignored in
dendrochronological studies. Given the opportunity, the application of dendrochronology
has great potential to aid in the dating of buildings and other structures utilizing wood as
their building medium in these locations, if found applicable to the environmental
conditions found there.

Dendrochronology Overview

Dendrochronology is a method of absolute dating with a well-proven history of
accurately determining dates and aiding in the development of chronologies for past

7 See The NOAA website on climate (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/) that contains a searchable database of
dendrochronology studies.

events. Dendrochronology is made possible by the fact that in most trees growing in
temperate climate, the annual growth rings visible in cross-section, exhibit characteristic
patterns. 8 These are caused by the seasonal growth patterns present in woody plants in the
northern hemisphere where the plants cycle through periods of biological activity in
warm seasons and periods of dormancy in the winter seasons. It is through the
observation and measurement of the variations in the rings that dating is made possible.
Examples of the constructive use of dendrochronology include the dating of mass land
movements, fire regimes, reconstruction of rainfall records, dating of works of art and the
focus of this paper, which is the dating of buildings. Dendrochronology and its subdiscipline of dendroarchaeology have been applied to dating of historic wooden
structures since the creation of the technique in the early 20 th century when its creator
A.E. Douglas utilized it in the 1920s to date Native American buildings in American
Southwest.
There were many individuals in the past, including Leonardo da Vinci, that
noticed that trees grew in response to their environmental conditions, but it was an
astronomer in the early 1900s that fully developed the technique to quantify and crossreference specimens. 9 Andrew Ellicott Douglas intended to find the link between cosmic
events such as sunspots, and changes in the patterns of growth in trees. The result of his
study was not what he intended, but instead he linked regional environmental trends in
the American Southwest to tree-ring growth in Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa). It was

8 Marvin A. Stokes, and Terah L. Smiley. An Introduction to Tree-Ring Dating. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1968) 3.
9 James H. Speer, Fundamentals of Tree Ring Research (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2010), 37.

from that discovery that he developed the basic techniques and methodologies behind
dendrochronology. It is his pioneering work that is the basis for the continued success of
dendrochronological dating and which has been proven to be an accurate and reliable
method for obtaining the felling dates for timber utilized in the construction of buildings,
and other items made of wood from temperate zones around the world.
After further refinement and development, Douglas utilized his methods to
develop tree ring dating for archaeological sites. Douglas used dendrochronology to date
prehistoric structures at 45 prehistoric archaeological sites throughout the southwest and
proved the technique was valuable for relative dating. 10 He was able to tell the relative
date of one section of a pueblo to another, but as he had not yet developed a long-term
reference chronology that extended to the present day he was unable to place them in
exact temporal provenance. Therefore, this first foray into dating in the 1910-20s was to
date the structures relative only to each other. It was not until 1929 that Douglas
developed a chronology for the region that could be used to provide absolute dates for
archaeological wood specimens. 11 Others have since taken his lessons and developed
long running reference chronologies dating back thousands of years. 12
Since the 1970s there has been a refinement in the methods and technology used
in dendrochronology and others have expanded upon Douglas's work with great success
to provide invaluable data and accurate dates on structures in areas with temperate

10 James H. Speer, Fundamentals of Tree Ring Research (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2010), 152.
11 M.G.L. Baillie, Tree-Ring Dating and Archaeology. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 35 .
12 Baillie, M. G. L. A Slice Through Time: Dendrochronology and Precision Dating. London: Batsford,
1995), 18.

climates. These regions have primarily included Europe and Eastern North America with
some forays into more exotic terrain. 13 Douglas' s work focused on areas with high
growth stresses on trees that would produce narrow rings, called pointer years or key
years, which visually stand out from the rest of the rings and are observable to the human
eye. A greater amount of sensitivity and variability is desirable in the specimens, which
relates to the amount of environmental stress that the tree is undergoing and which in turn
leads to strong dating.
Since the use of computers became the norm in the 1970s for the analysis and
comparison of ring widths, they have opened up a number of new possibilities and
regions for data analysis. Since regions with adequate rainfall do not experience periods
of abundance and drought like they do in Arizona, there is an apparent lack of tree ring
patterns discernible to the eyes of even experienced dendrochronologists. Modern
computer software coupled with accurate tree ring measurements allows determination of
growth patterns, crossdating and its validation to determine if and at what confidence
level series can be dated. These techniques have now made possible the analysis of wood
from the stands that were previously considered complacent (e.g. eastern hardwood
forests or European oaks) or species like oak that are difficult to visually crossdate. Yet
even with today' s computer technology not everything can be dated. M.G.L. Baillie said
it best in his book "Tree-Ring Dating and Archaeology" regarding the difficulties of
dating,

13 For a worldwide perspective on the use of dendrochronology and issues in dating see: R. Wimmer,, and
R. E. Vetter. Tree-Ring Analysis : Biological, Methodological, and Environmental Aspects.
(Wallingford, Oxon, UK: CAB! Pub, 1999).

It is very easy to make the results of dendrochronological analysis seem
excessively tidy. This is usually the result of attempting to present the results in
too logical fashion. The fact of the matter is dendrochronological research is not
all that logical in itself, it is only logical with hindsight. Consider the following,
the closest analogy to tree-ring chronology building is a jigsaw. The pieces
(assuming that they exist at all, which is not certain at the outset) are scattered
around as living trees, stumps, timbers in buildings and buried, either as
archaeological material or as naturally preserved timbers, in bogs, river or lake
beds. The pieces are accumulated not one by one but as groups of timbers, in no
particular order, in the hope that some of some will be of use. The next stage is
actually fitting the pieces together, construction of the chronology. Here the art of
dendrochronology becomes apparent. 14
When the conditions are right for it to work, dendrochronology has provided
some key insights in establishing facts about historic dates that were in dispute. The most
famous use of dendrochronology being utilized successfully in the United States, besides
Douglas' s pioneering research, has been successful dating of some of the earliest houses
in New England constructed by the Pilgrims and their descendants. Upon the completion
of the dendrochronological studies on these dwellings, it was found that some dates
contradicted the established building chronologies that were dogma and forced a
reevaluation of dates for many historic sites.15 However, despite these successes, the use

14 M. G. L. Baillie, Tree-Ring Dating and Archaeology (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1989), 23 .
15 Gregory D. Huber, 2006. "Abbott Lowell Cummings' Prescience and Dates for First Period Houses of
Massachusetts Bay Colony Using Dendrochronology" . (Material Culture. 38, no. 2: 39-52).
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of dendrochronology in the Pacific Northwest has been extremely limited and literature
review finds few examples of its use and no attempt to date a standing structure presently.

I
I
I

Hugh A. Beard, Peter J. Egan, and Herman John Heikkenen Final Report: The Years of Construction for
the Geddy House and the Peyton Randolph House (Phase I and JI) As Derived by the Key-Year
Dendrochronology Technique. (American Institute of Dendrochronology, Inc ,1983).
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Figure 2 The Martin Powers 8am a11d setti11g i11 early 2014

Introduction

Initially, three historic structures were identified as potential research sites for
inclusion in a multiple case study, including two historic timber frame barns and a
covered bridge. However, due to time constraints related to obtaining timely permission
to access and sample the structures, the study was narrowed down to a single structure
and three sampling locations for the development of a reference chronology. The site
selected was the Martin Powers Barn located in Cave Junction in Josephine County,
Oregon.

Site Selection

The Martin Powers Barn is timber-framed barn purportedly built inc. 1887
according to available literature. 16 The barn is currently endangered due to natural

16 Oregon Inventory of Historic Properties, Historic Resource Survey Form : Martin Powers Barn. Salem :
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, 1984.
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weathering and neglect, yet still retains considerable integrity in its materials and setting.
The barn is publicly owned by the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT), which
granted the access to the structure for this study.
Sample locations on the structure, site location, and methodology are vital to
determining the feasibility and utility for this study. In AE Douglas's book "Precision of
Ring Dating in Tree-ring Chronologies", he outlined three essentials in attaining
precision. They include the classification of trees to get the right kinds of trees, proper
surfacing of specimens to get the facts about the individual rings, and crossdating or the
comparison between ring groups in different trees to correct ring errors and determine
climatic effects. 17 Finding the right kind of trees was of critical importance for the
success of this project and it was hypothesized that the old-growth forests in the adjacent
Siskiyou National Forest could provide the right trees of correct species and age. Due to
human activity such as logging, burning and grazing, finding trees of sufficient age is
difficult closer to the Willamette Valley and other population centers.
Primary reasons that the Powers Barn was selected included public ownership,
access to stands of old growth Douglas fir for the development of a reference chronology,
and the type of construction. This last aspect was of great importance for the ease of
sampling and the types of samples available. The Powers Barn is constructed of an
exposed timber frame constructed of hewn Douglas fir logs. Since this type of
construction occasionally leaves traces of the wane from which a precise cut date could

17 Arthur E. Douglass, Precision of Ring Dating in Tree-Ring Chronologies. (Tucson : University of
Arizona Press, 1946) 5.

14

be obtained, it is ideal for this type of study. Another factor that makes this type of
construction useful for dendrochronology is that the source of the frame is likely to be
local to the area and not imported, as may be the case with sawn timbers, lending
credibility to the reference chronology established for this study.

Martin Powers Barn Overview

The Martin Power's Barn, which is currently owned by the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT), is a small hewn frame barn located approximately six miles east
of Cave Junction, Oregon on the Caves Highway (Highway 46, which terminates at
Oregon Caves National Monument), and the junction of Smith Sawyer Road. Interviews
with the previous landowners indicate that the barn was built around 1887. The barn' s
interior has been modified over is existence with the addition of a new section of roof, an
interior partition of vertical boards flanking the central aisle and the installation of mows
and hayracks on either side of the central aisle.
According to interviews with Effie Smith, who is a relative of one of the previous
owners of the property, the barn was built around 1887. 18 There is little evidence in the
structure that indicates that it was constructed that early other than a few square nails and
the timber frame construction. The greater majority of materials point to a construction
date of sometime towards the end of the 19th century. The most likely date based on the
construction materials is the early to mid-1890s as the majority of the nails on the

18 Oregon Inventory of Historic Properties, Historic Resource Survey Form: Martin Powers Barn. Salem :
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, 1984.
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building are wire nails, with only a few nails affixing the exterior sheeting being square
cut nails. While wire nails were in use before the 1890s and were developed in the early
19th century, the invention of machinery for their quick and efficient production was not
perfected until the 1860s and1870s. 19 The time when wire nails were equal in production
numbers to cut nails was 1892 and the transition from square to wire was swift. 20 It is
likely that the cut nails that are seen in this structure are leftovers from previous
construction projects on the farm and the remnants used in the construction the barn.
Initial inspection of the barn revealed relatively few suitable locations for
dendrochronological testing. The trees utilized in the framing were relatively young and
generally less than 50 years old with little sensitivity and therefore poor candidates for
the study. Additionally, the rings observed in the hewn frame were wide and indicative of
juvenile growth patterns. Furthermore, there were only limited areas where the outermost
rings were prese~t on a hewn member that was structurally sound enough for sampling.
The four posts in the center of the barn have remained the driest and most structurally
intact in the structure, yet there was still significant insect damage that had to be avoided
when taking the samples.
Secondary areas of the barn, such as the exterior cladding and interior partition
walls, contained milled boards of Douglas fir that looked more promising than the hewn
frame members since they were from older trees and contained sufficient rings to provide

19 William Hampton Adams. 2002. "Machine Cut Nails and Wire Nails: American Production and Use for
Dating 19th-Century and Early-20th-Century Sites". (Historical Archaeology. 36, no. 4.) 69.
20 William Hampton Adams. 2002 . "Machine Cut Nails and Wire Nails: American Production and Use for
Dating 19th-Century and Early-20th-Century Sites". (Historical Archaeology. 36, no. 4.) 72.
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a statistically significant sample for valid crossdating. Additionally, several of the
partition boards selected for the sampling had their outermost rings intact, which could
potentially supply a cut date for the lumber. While the lumber from the interior partition
walls may not reveal the construction date of the structure, it can provide further
information regarding dates of modification and was therefore useful for the purposes of
this study.

Assessment of Wood Fabric

An examination of all the timbers used in the construction of the Powers Barn was

undertaken to determine the suitability for their use in the study. The primary criteria for
sample selection were sufficient numbers of rings in the cross-section and the presence of
features that indicate that a cut date could be obtained, such as a visible wane or the
presence of sapwood that could be used to estimate the cut date. Wood specimens from
the barn were also examined with a I Ox hand lens and microscopically under 40x to
determine the tree species and ensure that it was Douglas fir.
The building fabric was also examined for potential problems regarding the
integrity of the specimens, such as the presence of defects that might weaken the
specimen such as insect boreholes or the presence of rot. These can make obtaining a
sample difficult or make taking tree-ring width measurements difficult by obscuring or
obliterating latewood/earlywood transitions. Only stable and intact wood could be
utilized for the study when using a coring drill bit, but there was more leeway when

17

I
utilizing samples sawn from larger pieces of wood since the defects caused by rot or
insects can be more easily avoided during the sample measurement.

I

The number of rings present in each sample was of importance in establishing the
statistical correlation between the specimens. Cook states in "Methods of
Dendrochronology" that there is no single minimum number of rings that can be crossdated, although experience in many laboratories suggests that reliable crossdating should
not be expected for sequences less than about 40 years.21 The Oxford Tree Ring
Laboratory states however, that samples with ring counts as low as 50 may occasionally
be dated, but only if the matches are very strong, clear and well replicated, with no other
significant matching positions.22 Generally, a longer sequence of continuous rings is
better because it helps cut down on the possibility of a misdated series.

I

Establishing Cutting Dates

In order to potentially date the specimens collected from the Powers Barn it was
important to locate areas on the structure that have the potential to yield a cut date on the
timber used in the construction. To get an accurate date, the outermost ring must be
present in the sample, which is sometimes confirmed by the presence of bark. An
acceptable surface that may yield a cut date contains the outermost ring, which is

I
21 E.R. Cook and L.A . Kairiukstis, eds., Methods of Dendrochronology: Applications in the Environmental
Sciences. (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1990), 46.
22 Oxford Tree Ring Laboratory, "Basic Dendrochronology",
http ://dendrochronology.net/interp_ring_dates.asp# (accessed May 15, 2014)
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continuous and intact around the smooth surface even when bark is absent.

However,

this layer is often removed in many structures in the process of hewing or other surface
preparations such as the peeling of bark with a drawknife.
The date assigned to the specimen is generally the year of the last complete ring if
there are no indications that the new growth (indicated by visible earlywood but not
latewood) had started. This is because one cannot be sure when in the trees dormant
period that it was felled. For example, if the last complete ring dated to 1950, the tree
could have been felled from late summer 1950 to early spring 1951, but the year assigned
will be the year of last complete ring formation.
The cut date can also be estimated ifthere is sapwood present in the specimen,
which is based on the available data for the estimated average thickness of the sapwood
for various species. For Douglas fir, the sapwood width is approximately 1 ¾" - 2 ¼"
depending on the diameter of the tree.24 Sapwood is generally visually differentiated from
the heartwood in Douglas fir by being of a lighter color and softer in texture than the
reddish heartwood. If visual differentiation fails to see the sapwood/heartwood transition,
there are chemical tests that can be used to provide further visual cues. 25 Sapwood width

23 Henri D. Grissino-Mayer and Saskia L. van de Gevel. 2007. "Tell-Tale Trees: Historical
Dendroarchaeology of Log Structures at Rocky Mount, Piney Flats, Tennessee". (Historical
Archaeology. 41 , no. 4), 36.
24 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Sapwood Thickness of Douglas-fir and Five Other Western Softwoods.
(Madison, Wisconsin, USDA Forest Service Research Paper FPL 124, 1968), 2.
25 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Technical Note Number 253, Color Tests for Differentiating
Heartwood and Sapwood of Certain Oaks, Pines, and Douglas-Fir. (Forest Products Laboratory,
Madison, Wisconsin, 1954), 2.
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should only be used to provide an estimate of the cutting date and never presented as the
actual cutting date.
The seasonality of the cutting can also be estimated as long as the outermost ring
is present and complete in the sample. Observation under a microscope can reveal if the
new years growth has started or if the tree was dormant. If the tree was dormant it was
cut in the late summer to wintertime months and if new growth in the cells is observable
it was cut in either the spring or summertime. If detailed features such as these are
observable, it is possible to see if the trees were harvested all at once, or over a period of
time. It is entirely possible that not all of the trees were cut and utilized within the same
year because milled timbers are often left to season for a number of years to reduce their
moisture content, improve their workability and reduce the chances of warping caused by
uneven drying when placed in a building.

I
Collection Procedures: Structures

Specimens were obtained using a specially designed hollow drill bit attached to a
I

cordless power drill that bores into timbers to remove a cylindrical sample. The sample

I

locations preferably contained the outermost sapwood with the bark still attached, but
acceptable with visible features indicating the outermost surface. A black line was made
on the surface of the wood indicating the long axis of the log before drilling to ensure that
the outer surface observed before drilling was still intact after the drill was removed and
the sample extracted.
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Two types of drill bits were used on the structure. The first type was a Berliner
Dendro-Bohrer obtained from Pressler Industries in Germany and the other was
domestically made from Phil Dunn Solutions. The Berlin type hollow drill bit produced a
core that was 5.6 mm (.22 inch) in diameter with the total size of the hole being 3/8"
inches across which was easily filled with a equally sized hardwood dowel. The Phil
Dunn model produced a slightly larger sample that measured approximately 6.35 mm
(.25 inch) and produced a hole ½" in diameter, also easily filled with commonly available
standard-sized hardwood dowels. The specimens for both of the drill types were removed
with a L-shaped length of wire with a small cutting spur on the end that was inserted
adjacent to the core and then twisted to engage the cutting edge. The core could then be
removed from the hole with the aid of the cutting device and then the holes were filled
with hardwood dowels affixed with glue.
Once removed the sample was examined to check if it contained a sufficient
number of rings and its location was mapped and notes taken on the condition of the
sample, its suitability for further study, number ofrings and other features present in the
core.26 The sample was then placed into a straw or other suitable container to support and
protect it for transportation and further processing in the lab. The sample number and the
inside and outside direction of the tree-growth was indicated on the tube.
Bulk specimens were also taken from sections of timbers with a handsaw where
this collection method was allowed, such as on fallen structural members or at the ends of
milled boards. The collection of these samples, which was done only on milled timbers,

26 See Appendix E for comp leted collection forms .
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allowed for a larger cross-section than the cores. These specimens included timber that
did not contain the outermost tree-ring, but were intended for internal crossdating
purposes and for improving the final floating chronology since these specimens were of
old growth Douglas fir and had more substantial ring counts than specimens from the
posts.

Table 1 Summary of Powers Bam Samples

Species

Dating
Attempted

SSPO0I

PM

SSPO02

Sample ID

Sample
Type

SSPO03

C

SSPO04

C

No. of
Rings

Wane
Present

Yes

I 10

No

PM

Yes

102

No

Milled lumber, board.

PM

Yes

54

Yes

Hewn post. Last 10 years not
measured. Broken core.

Timber Type
Milled lumber, board

PM

No

NIA

Yes

Hewn post. Fragmentary Core.

SSPO05

PM

Yes

91

Yes

Milled Lumber, board.

SSPO06

PM

Yes

71

No

Milled lumber. Eastern door
frame

SSPO07

PM

Yes

90

No

Milled lumber, cross brace.
Sapwood present. Unknown
provenance

SSPO08

C

PM

No

22

Yes

Hewn post.

SSPO09

C

PM

Yes

61

Yes

Milled lumber, board.

PM

Yes

53

Yes

Milled lumber, board.

Yes

38

No

Milled Lumber, cross brace.
Unknown provenance

SSPOI0
SSPOII

C

PM

SSPO12

C

PM

Yes

SSPOl3

C

PM

No

SSPOl4

C

PM

SSPOl5

C

SSPOl6

C
C

PM

SSPOl7
Key

Hewn post. Duplicate of
SSPO03.

64

Yes

NIA

Yes

Hewn post. Fragmentary core.

Yes

56

Yes

Hewn post.

PM

Yes

43

Yes

Hewn post.

PM

No

41

Yes

Duplicate ofSSPO15

No

42

Yes

Duplicate of SSPO 15

C-Core sample. 5.6 mm dia. ; S-Slice or section; PM-Pseudotsuga menziesii
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Figure 3 Specimen col/ectio11 locatio11s Powers 8am, north side (SSPO06 1101 /abeletl)
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Figure 4 Specimen collectio11 locatio11s Powers 8am, south side (SSPO07 a11d SSPO 11 1101 labeled)
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Reference Chronology Site Selection Overview

In the effort to build a reference chronology for the area, specimens were taken
from trees in three surrounding areas around the Powers Barn.27 The primary collection
area for the reference chronology was located near the Greyback Creek Ranger Station,
which is located approximately six miles to the east of the barn on Highway 46. Sample
collection was concentrated in an area to the south of the Greyback Ranger station on a
north facing ridge line south of the ranger station that had abundant old growth Douglas
fir. An additional area also adjacent to the Greyback Ranger Station but to the north on a
south-facing slope was also prospected but the rings at this location were found to be
complacent and therefore most attention was focused on the first area.
A secondary location, also near Greyback Creek Ranger Station, but one-mile
further up the caves highway provided additional specimens. This sampling location was
located on a gently sloping western facing ridge overlooking Sucker Creek and adjacent
to the main road. Specimens of both Greyback locations had very similar growth patterns
and were combined for the creation of the reference chronology used in the study of the
Powers Barn.
A third collection area was located near Eight Dollar Mountain, approximately 18
miles away from the Powers Barn to the northwest. The sampling location was located
near the Sixmile Creek Ranger Station on the Illinois River. This area has been heavily
burned over by the Biscuit Fire that occurred in 2001 , but old growth still remains in

27

See Appendix C for maps with collection areas and Appendix D for completed collection forms
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isolated pockets. Cores from this location were treated separately due to the additional

I

distance from the study area and slightly different soil conditions and then analyzed by
the computer program COFECHA to determine the correlation with the specimens
collected at Greyback before being added into the reference chronology. They were

I

found to have good correlation with samples from the Greyback location and the series
were combined in the reference chronology.
The lack of stumps or signs of logging activities in both locations indicates that

I

they had not been significantly modified and that they contained intact stands of timber.
Trees species found in the Greyback stands were composed primarily of Douglas fir,
madrone, tan oak and canyon live oak, sugar pine, and western white pine. At the Sixmile

I

location on the Illinois River the composition of the forest was similar although the sites

I

were drier due to the large amount of bedrock present, which led to a greater amount of
conifers than at Greyback. Dominant species included Douglas fir, Jeffery pine and

I

Manzanita. Gary oak and canyon live oak were the dominant oak species present at the
Sixmile collection area.

I
Specimen Collection Procedures: Live Trees

To create a reference chronology, it was necessary to take at least one sample
from 20-30 living trees from the surrounding forests, that grew approximately under
similar growth conditions and were of the same tree species as the wood used to construct
the buildings. All trees utilized in building of the local reference chronology come from
trees within a 20-mile radius of the study location. Selected trees were healthy and
26
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straight to ensure the uniformity of the specimens and taken from sites that allow for
uniform growth, that is not too wet or too dry, to ensure that the specimens reflect the
broader environmental trends and not localized phenomena. Arthur Douglas stressed that
site selection for dating be very stringent and that the trees selected for study should get
little or no water except for the precipitation that falls very near them and do not have
much power of conserving water supply; with conservation small rings may be very
complacent. 28
The trees from which specimens were taken were healthy Douglas firs of
sufficient adequate age to yield sufficient rings to cross date with the Powers Barn
specimens and would ideally yield samples of at least 180 years. The trees were to be
symmetrical with a healthy looking crown and foliage and a straight trunk that did not
exhibit curvature of the stump, which could contain reaction wood (uneven growth used
by the tree to stabilize itself) that would affect the validity of the sample. Specimens were
located no closer than 30 meters from each other to compensate for any localized
conditions that may be present but not noted within the survey are such as localized
seepage that may affect the growth of the tree.
Cores of trees were taken from the vicinity of the Powers Barn site during the
months of February, March and May with a standard 16" silviculturists increment borer
with a inside diameter of 5/16". A total of 3 0 specimens were taken from the three
different sites around the Powers Barn Site ranging from 6 to 18 miles distant. The

28 Arthur E. Douglass, Precision of Ring Dating in Tree-Ring Chronologies. (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1946) 17.
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specimens were taken from breast height (1 .3 m) from all trees. Upon extraction, the
specimens were evaluated in the field. Features observed in the field included the mean

I

ring width, sensitivity (frequency of visual recognizable signatures or pointer years),
frequency and date of abrupt changes in ring width, rot, wounds or compression wood.29
In some trees, two specimens were taken if needed, but one sample was sufficient for

I

most trees. Specimens that did not meet the minimum criteria were discarded in the field
and not recorded on the sample form.
If the trees were on a significant hill slope that could have affected the growth of

I

the tree, the cores were taken from the sides to minimize the influence of reaction wood
in the sample that might affect the results of the dating. The specimens were put into
protective straws with the inside and outside of the tree indicated and the sample number

I

assigned. The geographic locations of the specimens were recorded on the collection
form using a Global Positioning System (GPS , NAD 83 projection), along with a brief
description of the tree and setting. The samples were then placed in their individual
protective holders and those were placed into a larger protective tube to safeguard the
samples during transport. No hardwood plug was necessary for the living trees, as sap
will fill the wound quickly and they will heal over in several years.

I
29 E.R. Cook and L.A. Kairiukstis, eds., Methods of Dendrochronology: Applications in the Environmental
Sciences, Softcover ed. (Dordrecht, Netherlands : Kluwer Academic Publishers), 29.

28

Sample Preparation

The live tree cores were allowed to dry for several days after returning from the
field before mounting to minimize cracking of the specimens due to shrinkage resulting
from being confined by the glue when mounted. In the lab, the core specimens were
mounted on routed lengths of wood with wood glue and left to dry for 24 hours. The
surface of the sample was then prepared for measurement by either sanding with
progressively finer grits of sandpaper or using a blade to shave the surface, accentuating
the rings and making it easier to measure ring width. Generally the surface made with a
knife was sufficient to see the rings clearly and was the preferred surface preparation
method. A side benefit of utilizing a blade for surface preparation was that it sheered
through cell walls making earlywood/latewood transitions clear. Sanding with 320 and
400-grit sandpaper was employed in some samples that had especially soft wood that
caused the cell walls to crumble instead of shear cleanly when prepared with a razor and
making measurement difficult.
The orientation of the grain in the specimens was highly important during
mounting. A.E. Douglas recommended that the grain be aligned at a 35-40° angle since
this exposes the greatest amount of cellular structure for interpretation that could help the

°

analysis with any possible doubtful ring. 3 Further enhancement of the rings could be
made by rubbing various compounds on the sample, including alumina, anthracene and

30 Arthur E. Douglass, Precision of Ring Dating in Tree-Ring Chronologies. (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1946) 8.
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ordinary chalk. 3 1 Chalk was sufficient for clearing up any rings that were difficult to
differentiate in specimens, but it was rarely needed as generally the rings in Douglas fir
had clearly demarcated latewood and earlywood boundaries.
In the case of the Powers Barn core specimens, most of the them were shaved
with a blade and if the rings were difficult to read a further hand sanding with 400 grit
sandpaper proved sufficient to enhance the rings and provide a crisp boundary for

D

measuring. The larger bulk specimens had to be sanded as their large size makes them
unsuitable for preparation with a blade. They were sanded with a series of progressively

■

finer grits from 150 to 400 with a random orbit sander. After finishing the surface of the
specimens their quality was assessed by looking at sensitivity of the rings, total ring
count and any defects present in the sample.

■
r

Tree Ring Measurement

The specimens were measured with a Velmex measuring system under binocular
magnification of variable power depending on the size of the rings being examined to an
accuracy of .001 millimeters. Measurement software utilized for this project was Measure
J2X. The starting date for the measuring was 2013 in the live tree samples since there
was no measurable growth for this year (2014) at the time of the sample collection. The
barn samples were assigned the year "1 " for the innermost complete ring. The

3 1 E.R. Cook and L.A. Kairiukstis, eds., Methods of Dendrochronology: Applications in the Environmental
Sciences. (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1990), 42 .
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measurements were used for statistical evaluation with the program COFECHA after
visual crossdating had been attempted.

Skeleton Plotting
The initial procedure to date the samples and establish a chronology was to
attempt to visually crossdate the samples and complete skeleton plots of the cores and
other specimens in the lab to create a floating chronology for the barn specimens and a
reference chronology from the live tree specimens. The arrangement and pattern of
narrow rings can be compared to other specimens of both the known series (reference
chronology) and unknown series (floating chronology). This is the beginning of the
crossdating process, which can then link specimens of unknown age to specimens of a
known age.
The tree rings of each core were counted under 3 .5-1 Ox magnification and
decades (single dot), half centuries (two dots) and centuries (three dots) were marked
with a mechanical pencil. In this quick analysis, it is the very narrow rings that get the
most attention and are plotted on the graph paper, but very broad rings were also noted in
the creation of the skeleton plots. The floating chronology for the site was then visually
crossdated with the reference chronology created from the specimens obtained from the
living trees. The reference chronology runs from the last year of growth (2013) to 1696,
although it is only well correlated for the period of 1800 to 2013. The results were then
statically verified with the computer software.

31

Statistical Verification of Crossdating With COFECHA

Over the years a number of computer programs based on the underlying statistics
used in dendrochronology have been developed to help with analysis. First and foremost
of these is the computer program known as a COFECHA (an invented Spanish word that
means crossdate), which was used for analysis and quality control in this project. The
current research climate with expectations of high productivity researchers do not have
the time to completely check each others dates and in response to this Richard Holmes
developed the quality control computer program called COFECHA. 32 COFECHA is a
program that allows the user to identify areas of missing rings, false rings or other
problems that may have occurred either in collection, analysis or are simply related to
variations found within the tree, but it can also do much more.
The primary purpose of this program is to identify specimens that may cause
problems with the analysis and to identify or "flag" those specimens with low correlation
for closer inspection. For example, series with correlation of less than .3281 in the
standard 50-year segment length are flagged in the output. These low correlation
specimens(< .3281) can still be used for interpretation, but the assurance that they are
correct is less than the 99% threshold that a .3281 correlation provides. The segment
lengths examined can also be varied to identify sections of cores that contain low
correlations, such as those caused by missing rings, and can help identify those sections
that need to be reexamined and corrected or eliminated from the chronology. The

32 James H., Speer, and Karla M. Hansen Fundamentals of Tree-Ring Research. (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2010) 115.

32

standard 50-year segment length with 25-year overlap is a generally accepted standard
and set up as a default by the program, and was also used as the standard of this study. It
created the strong dating in the samples and the results were less erratic than if the
segment length was shorter.
The output file generated by this program contains necessary information
regarding the correlation of each core (series) to the reference chronology created in
COFECHA as well as statistics for each core such as the total number of rings, dates
covered by the core and mean sensitivity (variations in growth caused by environmental

I

conditions). It also provides series statistics that are useful to find specimens that have
high correlation to each other that helps in creating the floating chronology. The series

I

inter-correlation is a measure of the stands level signal, and mean sensitivity is a measure
of the year-to-year variability in the reference chronology.33

I

COFECHA also has the ability to create and save a reference chronology that can
be used for comparison with individual series. It standardizes the tree-ring series in order
to remove age-related growth trends, or natural and human disturbances that could affect

I

chronology development. This correction of ring width for the changing age and
geometry of the tree is known as standardization and the transformed values are called

I
I

34

ring-width indices.

The standardized indices of individual trees are averaged to obtain

the mean chronology (mean standardized indices) for a sample site.35 In this reference

33 James H., Speer, and Karla M. Hansen Fundamentals of Tree-Ring Research . (Tucson : University of
Arizona Press, 2010) 120.

I

34 Harold C. Fritts, Tree Rings and Climate. (London : Academic Press, 1976), 25 .
35 Harold C. Fritts, Tree Rings and Climate. (London: Academic Press, 1976), 25 .
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chronology the program highlights rings that are exceptionally large or small as adjusted
for age related trends and can identify years in which pointer years occur to aid further
chronology development by the dendrochronologist.
The program can also assist in crossdating of specimens in a couple of different
ways. During a normal run of the computer program it provides an option to insert an
undated series and statistically compare it to the reference chronology. However,
COFECHA was never intended to be the sole approach to date sample of wood or to
replace crossdating with skeleton plots. It provides statistical match between segments of
each core and the reference chronology that is made of the measurements that are entered
into the program.36 It will then provide a series of dates that offer potential statistical
matches for the segments examined, but it is up to the analyst to determine the final date,
as the highest correlating date is not always the true date and the examination of several
specimens is often necessary to determine the true date. The checking of the data with the
computer is to be done after skeleton plots and other methods of cross correlation have
been attempted and it is never to be the sole method of correlation.
COFECHA can also assist with the internal crossdating process and the creation
of a floating chronology when the user skips the initial step of entering a dated series into
the program and instead only enters an undated series. This data analysis will produce an
output that compares various series in the data file to one another to check if there is a
statistical match between the ring measurements of various series. Series with T-values (a

36 James H ., Speer, and Karla M. Hansen Fundamentals of Tree-Ring Research. (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2010) 116.
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I
measure ofintercorrelation) over 3.5 have a high correlation with the other series to

I

which it has been compared. This feature enables identification of series that have high
intercorrelation and can be helpful for building of the floating chronology. This feature is
also helpful since some series will have high intercorrelation with each other but not to
the reference chronology and utilizing this feature can help link hard to date series to the
master through another specimen. As with the date suggestions provided by the
computer, caution is advised as spurious T-values in excess of7 have been noted, so it is
essential that matches with reference chronologies be well replicated, and that this is
confirmed with visual matches between the two graphs.37 Matches with t-values of 10 or
more between individual sequences usually signify having originated from the same

I

parent tree.38

EDRM

A specialized program that proved to be very useful in manipulation and editing
of the data in series was EDRM (Edit Ring Measurements). This simple program can
adjust the dates in specimens, change the output format, export spreadsheet data or insert
data if it is discovered that there is a missing ring. This program is most often used after
COFECHA has identified some sections of a core that needs to be corrected or

37 Oxford Tree Ring Laboratory, "Basic Dendrochronology",
http://dendrochronology.net/interp_ring_dates.asp# (accessed May 15 , 2014)
38 Oxford Tree Ring Laboratory, "Basic Dendrochronology",
http://dendrochronology.net/interp_ring_dates.asp# (accessed May 15, 2014)
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eliminated.

39

It was used extensively during the course of the study to modify the

terminal dates of specimens while maintaining the Tucson format of the original
measurement files.

■
■

■
■

39 James H., Speer, and Karla M. Hansen Fundamentals of Tree-Ring Research. (Tucson : University of
Arizona Press, 2010) 133.
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3. RESULTS

Powers Barn History

According to interviews done in conjunction with a historic buildings survey

I

conducted in 1984, the Martin Powers Barn was constructed in about 1887 for Jeanette
Clark Powers and her husband Martin Powers.40 The primary source for the information
is an interview conducted on June 15, 1984 with Effie Smith who is the daughter-in-law
of Henry Orange Smith, and a friend of Samuel Bunch, son of William and Mary Bunch.

I

Her source for the information on this building came from Samuel Bunch. 41
Jeanette Clark was born in about 1867 to Mary and Augustus Clark. Her father
died shortly after her birth, and her mother was remarried to William Bunch in 1869. The
Clarks had obtained the land that was originally the donation land claim of William H.
Watkins.42 He settled in the area in 1854, sold his land in 1862 and moved to Portland. It
is unclear ifhe immediately sold to the Clarks or if there was an intermediate buyer for

I

the property.
Jeanette Clark grew up with her mother and stepfather on the land her mother had
inherited after the death of Augustus Clark. In 1886 her mother and stepfather, William
Bunch, gave Jeanette the north 66 acres of her father' s land claim including the land that

40 Oregon Inventory of Historic Properties, Historic Resource Survey Form : Martin Powers Barn. Salem :
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, 1984.
41 Oregon Inventory of Historic Properties, Historic Resource Survey Form : Martin Powers Barn. Salem:
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, 1984.
42 See Appendix B for a 1857 map of the area showing the Watkins farm
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the current barn occupies. On September 8, 1887, Jeanette Clark and Martin Powers were
married at the home of her grandmother, Sarah Parks Kelly. Shortly after, Alexander
White, born 1841 , son of Samuel and Cynthia White, donation land claimants nearby,
were hired to supervise construction of the Powers Barn.
Martin Powers, a native of Virginia, and Janette lived on the property for several
years and raised a large family . They sold their farm to Henry Orange Smith in 1902 and
moved away. Two generations of the Smith family farmed until 1991 when the barn and
16 adjacent acres were donated to the Oregon Department of Transportation. The intent
of the Smith family members donation was to create a scenic and historic wayside along
Highway 46, with the historic barn as the centerpiece of the wayside. According to site
records, the Powers Barn is one of the oldest in the Illinois Valley and in Josephine
County. The Powers Barn forms part of a group of several other buildings in the area
including the Henry Orange Smith Barn and granary to the south, which together form
one of the best clusters of agricultural buildings in the county. The residences have all
disappeared and only the barns survive.

38
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Figure 5 Hewn post and beam intersection with /runnels, layout lines and hewing marks

Site and Architectural Description

The Martin Powers barn is a relatively small hewn timber frame barn that
measures 36-feet east to west and 45-feet north to south. 43 The barn sits immediately
adjacent to the highway, much obscured by blackberry bushes and a few large oaks and a
ponderosa pine. It is located on the banks of Tycer Creek, which is a tributary of the East
Fork Illinois River. The original purpose of the barn is unknown, but until recently it has
been used for hay storage and for the feeding and sheltering of sheep. A large oak tree
immediately to the north of the structure has lost a branch that has impacted the structure,

43 See Appendix A for photos of barn and architectural details
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caused the northeast corner of the structure to collapse, and shifted the entire structure
slightly to the south. The barn is currently suffering from a number of other structural
maladies and is in poor to fair condition. The roof remains intact and the interior is
protected from the majority of the weather for the time being.
The frame of the barn is constructed of approximately 8-inch square hewn posts
and beams with a housed through-tenon that is secured with riven and rounded I-inch
Douglas fir pegs (trunnels). The posts and beams were evidently squared with an ordinary
axe, as the hewing marks are small, curved and perpendicular to the length of the log

p
I

u
II

rather than parallel or angled which is typically found when a broad axe is used. The
cross braces of the barn are made of(possibly band-sawn) 2 ¾" x 4" x 6' long milled
timber and placed into mortises in the hewn posts and beams. The cross braces are not
secured into the mortise with either nails or pegs, only a friction fit. The vertical posts
rest on an approximately 8-inch square hewn sill, which in tum rest on rough fieldstone
piers that are located at the junction of the vertical posts to the sill.

I

p

I

There are four bents to the barn and the interior is partitioned into three sections
with central aisle and two side aisles that have been modified to feed livestock with very

I

roughly constructed Douglas fir pole mangers constructed of approximately 3-inch
diameter unpeeled Douglas fir poles. The above the livestock feeding mangers are
expediently constructed mows again constructed of small diameter unpeeled Douglas fir
poles decked with sawn I-inch thick boards of Douglas fir. There are large forged spikes
nailed through the Douglas fir saplings into the supporting hewn beams, but the boards
forming the hayloft are affixed with wire framing nails as are found throughout the
remainder of the barn. The hayloft in this configuration is not original and appears to
40
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have been a very late addition to the barn due to the crude construction techniques
compared to the rest of the structure.
The roof of the barn is composed of a variety of components and appears to have
been replaced or repaired, perhaps as many as two or three times as evidenced by
different construction techniques and materials. The rafters found in the peak of the barn
on the eastern half are composed of milled wood measuring approximately 2 x 6" with
nailing surfaces (purlins) composed of perpendicularly applied Douglas fir planks
measuring I-inch thick of varying widths and lengths. This nailing surface is also found
throughout the remainder of the roof and in sections it appears that this is similar to the
original nailing surface for the roofing material. The rafters in the western half of the
structure and in the lower reaches of the roof in the remainder of the structure are
composed of peeled round Douglas fir poles of approximately 4 inches in diameter.
According to the Oregon SHPO Historic Resource Record the roof may have been
replaced in the 1960s, although it does not specify to what extent or which sections of the
roof were replaced. There is some indication that the sections containing the peeled
Douglas fir poles are original since these are the only locations that still contain remnants
of cedar shingles that were apparently the original roofing material. The roof is currently
sheathed in a corrugated galvanized metal roofing material. Sections of the roof have
been replaced over time as indicated by bright new metal roofing in some areas and other
areas having roofing that has been weathered and rusted.
The exterior wood sheeting is likely original or an early addition, although it was
not part of this study and therefore a date cannot be derived. It is composed of 12-inch
wide I-inch thick circular sawn boards that are affixed to the structure vertically. The
41
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fasteners used were primarily wire framing nails although in several locations the heads
of square nails can be observed, particularly on the areas immediately surrounding the
western entrance to the central aisle. Use of wire and square nails occurs concurrently
throughout the structure and it does not appear that any one location holds a

I

preponderance of square cut nails, this indicates that the barn was either constructed at a
period of transition or the person used leftover stock from a previous project. There are
no battens on the gaps between the boards, which is fairly typical for barns since it helps

I

interiors dry out more rapidly by improving ventilation.
There are two entrances to the central aisle of the barn, with one to the east and
one to the west. It does not appear that these entrances ever had doors although the

I

entrances on both sides are much degraded and modified so that one has difficulty
picturing if they were enclosed or not. Flanking the main aisle are two smaller aisles that
were historically used for the feeding of livestock and for hay storage.

I

There is a significant difference in wood used in the frame of the building versus
the milled timber that constituted the rest of the structure. The frame of the structure used
younger trees that were generally less than 50 years old and likely around 12-inches in

I

diameter before the hewing process. These posts and beams are characterized by wide

I

growth rings and little heartwood development. The continuous length of the posts and
beams measure from 6 to 36 feet long and come from straight and relatively knot free
stock. Conversely the milled timber appears to be from old-growth Douglas fir and
exhibits well-developed heartwood and tight rings indicating mature trees and closed
canopy growth.
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The overall condition of the barn is generally poor and there is considerable insect
damage to many of the horizontal internal members of the structure. The damage by
insects appears to be the work of carpenter ants, termites and powder post beetles. One of
the beams on the south side has broken due to rot and insect damage and others are in
similar condition. The vertical posts that support the building are in far better condition
but still have insect boreholes throughout their length. The posts and beams on the
periphery of the barn are in the worst shape with extensive areas of brown rot and insect
damage and were not suitable for this study due to their degraded state. The sill logs on
which the barn rests have also rotted away except for a section on the south side of the
center aisle and another fragmentary section on the northwest comer of the center aisle.
There are also remnant and much degraded boards from a floor in the south aisle, but it is
not apparent if this was applied to the entire floor of the barn or ifit was constructed later
only on that side.
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Figure 6 Po11derosa pille (Jeffery pi11e ide11tical) (left) a11d Douglas fir (right), 11ote resi11 ca11als (Hoadley, 1990)

Determination ofWood Species

One of the initial steps in the study of the Martin Powers Barn was the determination of
the materials and techniques used in its construction. There are number of different
softwood species commonly found in the study area that could have been selected for the
construction of the barn including Jeffrey Pine (Pinus jeffreyi), Ponderosa pine (Pinus

ponderosa), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziessi), incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens),
western white pine (Pinus monticola), sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana) and red cedar

(Thuja plicata). Part of this study was the determination iflowland Douglas fir is suitable
subject for dendrochronological study and finding a structure utilizing it for the majority
of its construction was of great importance. Since there were numerous softwood species
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present in the area, steps were taken to determine if the barn was constructed wholly of

I

Douglas fir, partially, or not at all.
The two of most common trees located within the Cave Junction area are Jeffrey

I

pine and Douglas fir and both are a common construction material in the region with
Douglas fir being the preferred species. Jeffery pine is commonly found on the serpentine
soils that are found throughout southwestern Oregon. Jeffrey pine and its biological
cousin ponderosa pine are characterized by numerous medium resin canals found evenly
distributed throughout the wood and an abrupt earlywood/latewood transition.44 Douglas
fir however, only has sporadic resin canals of medium size and its heartwood is distinctly
reddish brown (Figure 6).45 Upon microscopic analysis, it was found that all specimens
from the barn were of Douglas fir, which was used for both the hewn frame members and
all the dimensional lumber found in the structure.

Origin of Wood Used in the Construction of Powers Barn

The origin of the wood used in the construction of the barn is somewhat in
question since there is no historic documentation that the wood utilized in the
construction of the barn was local. The assumption is that it came from a local source,
where local, for the definition of this paper, means within a 20-mile radius. It can be

44 Bruce R. Hoadley. Identifying Wood: Accurate Results with Simple Tools. (Newtown, Conn: Taunton
Press, 1990) 147-48.
45 Bruce R. Hoadley,. Identifying Wood: Accurate Results with Simple Tools. (Newtown, Conn : Taunton
Press, 1990) 150-51.
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postulated that the framing members were almost certainly from locally felled trees

■I

because the area where the barn is located has ample stocks of Douglas fir of sufficient
height and diameter to fashion into posts and beams.
The source of the milled wood used in the structure is more questionable. Even
during the 1880s when the structure was reportedly constructed there was good network
of roads for transport of goods such as lumber. However, products such as lumber were
commonly produced and utilized locally if the area could support the industry.
Examination of the historical records for the area showed that there were mills and other
lumbering industries in the area that could have supplied wood for this building. They
indicate that there were at least two sawmills located in Kerby, Oregon approximately 15
46

miles from the site in 1915.

Kerby is a mining town dating from the 1857 and was a

center and former county seat for Josephine County. Therefore, like any mining town,
Kerby and the surrounding area would consume lumber at a prodigious rate and would
likely have their own mills from the beginning to satisfy this trade. However records of
these earliest mills are absent.
An equal distance to the south of the barn was another mining boomtown named
Waldo, which had its origins in 1852 as a place called "Sailors Diggings", and like Kerby
was also briefly the county seat of Josephine County.47 In 1915 one sawmill was still left
in Waldo even though the town itself was in severe decline due to the gold running out.

48

46 Ralph Friedman . In Search of Western Oregon. (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1990), 239.
47 Lewis A McArthur and Lewis L. McArthur. Oregon Geographic Names. (Portland: Oregon Historical
Society Press, 1992), 874.
48 Ralph Friedman. In Search of Western Oregon. (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1990), 237.
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Therefore, even as late as 1915, well into the decline of the mining industry in the
surrounding area, there were still numerous local mills from which the wood could have
come from. With ample choices in the local area to supply the wood for the construction
of the barn, the milled lumber should be considered to be of local origin much like the
framing members.

External Crossdating

Of the 24 specimens from live trees in both the Grey back area and Sixmile sample
locations included in the reference chronology for the area, three flags (segments of series
with a below threshold correlation or correlation higher at another location) were
identified in two of the specimens when processed with the COFECHA program.49 Upon
examination of the output produced by COFECHA it was discovered that the reasons
were low correlations (below the .3281 correlation minimum for a 99% certainty of
match set by the program with a 50 year segment length) and having a higher correlation
at another date within plus or minus ten years that could indicate a missing ring.
Upon examination of the alternative placements identified by the program and
reexamination of the samples it was determined that there were no missing rings since the
alternate locations were more than plus or minus one or two positions. Such minor
corrections as these indicate the possibility of a missing ring but larger than that generally
indicate localized biological response to disturbance or other localized environmental

49 See Appendix F for COFECHA output sheets
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factors acting upon the tree. Upon examination of flags, all other series were determined
to be suitable for inclusion to the reference chronology. In total, 24 specimens (30 total
collected) of live trees from the three surrounding areas were utilized to build the
reference chronology for the Powers Barn spanning the years 1696 to 2013 (Table 2).

Table 2 COFECHA output for live tree series used to create reference chronology
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In contrast to other regions in the United States such as the American Southwest,
the average mean sensitivity of the specimens recovered from the living trees in the
region surrounding the Powers Barn were low with a mean value of only .16, which can
make the crossdating of the specimens tricky because many of the climatic signals are
suppressed. The specimens are visually complacent and had a mean sensitivity that
ranged from a low of .118 to a high of .236. According to the National Climatic Data
Center the aggregate mean sensitivity for the species is .33 with a intercorrelation of .75
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for tested series.5 For the purposes of dendrochronological dating it is desirable to have
specimens with a mean sensitivity around 0.2 or higher. 51 The relatively low sensitivity is
caused by the trees generally favorable tree growth conditions in the Cave Junction area
and the region as a whole. Intercorrelation statistics for the various series with the master
was good with a mean of .566 (Table 2).
An examination of the NOAA tree-ring archive revealed only one other study on

Douglas fir near the Powers Barn that could be used as a comparison for this study.

52

Lisa Graumlich conducted a study in 1981 near the Abbot Creek drainage immediately to
the west of Crater Lake, which is approximately 100 miles to the northeast from Cave
Junction. When compared to the specimens collected for the Powers Barn reference
chronology it was found to have an intercorrelation of .45 with this study, but would
consistently suggest different dates due to higher correlations either higher or lower in the
sequence making this chronology unreliable for something as distant as the Powers barn.
The Graumlich study did compare favorably to the Powers study in terms of mean
sensitivity intercorrelation amounts. Sensitivity for Abbot Creek was approximately .18
and series intercorrelation was .58, both of which are similar to the specimens taken from
around Cave Junction. Sample size was also fair to good with 22 specimens represented
in the study, which is similar to this study. The site of the Graumlich reference

50 National Climatic Data Center, http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering/cofecha/speciesdata.html
(Accessed 06/01 /2014)
51 James H., Speer, and Karla M. Hansen Fundamentals of Tree-Ring Research. (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2010) 107.
52 The NOAA website (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/) contains a searchable database of dendrochronology
studies. This study was compared to the Abbot Creek reference chronology done by Lisa Graumlich in
1983 located near Crater Lake, Oregon.
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chronology is not only at a considerable distance from the Cave Junction study area, but
is also developed at a higher elevation (4,750' as opposed to 1,500' to 2,500' in this
study), which can affect the sensitivity of the samples. Soil conditions and other
environmental factors are significantly different at that location as well, with volcanic
soils as opposed to the serpentine derived soils of Southwest Oregon. It was shown by the
examination of this chronology that it is important to develop an accurate local reference
chronology of the same species and environmental conditions for the most accurate
dating, especially in complacent species such as Western Oregon Douglas fir.

Internal Crossdating

The sampling of The Powers Barn produced 17 specimens from 13 locations
throughout the structure including several duplicates from a post and a sill log, but not all
of them were suitable for further analysis (Table 1). Twelve of the specimens had
features indicating the outermost rings as indicated by the presence of a wane on the
original surface. Upon return to the lab and further examination and preparation of the
specimens, the number of samples was further reduced to 11 that could be potentially
utilized for dating. Ideally, each of the posts and beams composing the barn would have
been sampled, but many of the hewn timbers used in the construction of the barn were
too young to yield the recommended 50-year minimum needed for accurate dating.
Additionally, the condition of the barn is poor and sampling locations were limited to
those areas where cores could be extracted, and even with careful selection a number of
cores were broken during the drilling process due to the presence of extensive insect
galleries found throughout the sapwood of the hewn frame . The central aisle of the barn
50
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was the primary sampling location since it was most protected by the weather and
therefore had the most intact and stable wood.
A skeleton plot was produced for each of the specimens taken from the Powers
Barn. On these plots the narrowest of the rings in comparison to its immediate neighbors
were noted with a line on the graph paper and broad rings were noted with a capital B.
Initially visual crossdating of the specimens from the structure proved challenging
utilizing only skeleton plots. The trees from which the specimens have been taken
showed limited mean sensitivity (0.16) and few obvious pointer years. Additionally, there
was moderate to high variability between the specimens with pointer years, aligning only
about a third of the time between related specimens. This was mitigated somewhat by
including broad years in the skeleton plots, which helped alleviate the lack of narrow
pointer years used for visual cross-dating. The inclusion of all of these features was vital
for the success of crossdating the specimens.
Skeleton plotting found strong internal crossdating within certain Powers Barn
specimens from the inner partition wall (SSPO05, 10 and 14), but these were the
exception and in general, internal correlations between the other cores were low. Skeleton
plotting and visual crossdating also did not find strong patterns within the live tree core
specimens and the differences in the widths of the rings were very slight making
crossdating and the creation of a reference chronology with this method difficult. For
these reason COFECHA was utilized to create the reference chronology for the live tree
samples, which was then plotted as a skeleton plot and utilized in conjunction with the
skeleton plots created for the barn samples. This method proved successful in eliminating
much of the "noise" present in the samples and highlighting the pointer years.
51
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Of the 11 specimens from the building that had sufficient number of rings to be
dated, seven were placed into the floating chronology and the remainder were unable to
be placed because of poor correlation with the master or the other samples. The seven
that were placed into the floating chronology had good correlations to each other or to the
master or to both. Following the placement of the specimens using visual matching with
skeleton plots, the results were statistically analyzed and tested with COFECHA against
the reference chronology and any segments of series that were flagged were examined for
alternative placement locations. The standard preset for the program, which is a 50-year
segment length with a 25-year overlap, was utilized for the analysis since it showed
strong dating potential for the series, including ones exhibiting juvenile growth such as
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was found in the hewn frame of the barn.
When a series proved difficult to date, smaller segments of 40 or 30 years were
used to isolate problems or display low correlating segments and attempt alternate
placements. The dates suggested by COFECHA for segments lengths below 40 years
became very erratic and were only used to potentially find problem segments and not to
verify placement in the master chronology. It also proved beneficial to examine larger
segments of up to 100 years with a 25-year lag. Since there were so few pointer years the
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longer segment lengths were helpful in amplifying the climatic signal present in the
samples. This was especially useful for specimens with near the minimum number of
rings (50) combined with juvenile growth that would, if broken into short segments,
become very erratic in their placement in the chronology. All series were run through the
program with several segment lengths to see if there was agreement between them. Some
series were relatively easy to place while others proved much more difficult.
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Of critical importance in building the floating chronology were two boards from
the inner partition walls that had a wane and a core sample from a post. Two specimens
(SSPO05 and 10) were very strongly correlated to each other (possibly from the same
tree) in the initial run ofCOFECHA, which determined if internal crossdating was
present. The correlation suggested by the computer was confirmed in the skeleton plots
and they visually correlated extremely well to one another and allowed the placement of
two other specimens with them (SSPO14 and 15). These four samples, while correlating
very strongly to each other did not correlate strongly to the reference chronology that was
developed by COFECHA from the living tree specimens. The solution for their
placement was to create a site master chronology from the floating chronology consisting
of these four specimens and then to compare the site master to the reference chronology.
The result was still weakly correlated but reinforced the results from the individual runs
against the reference chronology. The remaining three specimens (SSPO06, 07 and 09)
were placed into the site master because of moderate to strong correlation with the
reference chronology, but not with the floating chronology. The results were then
crosschecked with both the reference chronology and internally against the other
specimens resulting in good intercorrelation rates for all segments with only one flag for
below threshold correlation noted. The site master versus the reference chronology
produced no flags and a correlation rate of .49, which was within the range of variation
found in the natural forest.
When individual specimens were run against the master and were confirmed as
having the best correlation with the master and the other specimens the sample was
assigned a date. As was noted previous section, the highest statistical correlation was not
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always the best fit for the specimens. High correlations that were far outside of expected
date range for the samples were eliminated such as dates from the early 1800s prior to the
settlement of the area or the late 20 th century where changes in the appearance of the
wood (in manufacturing and condition) would be noticeably different from the existing
fabric . Finding groupings of dates within the specimens was also a high priority since it
was assumed that the construction of the barn took place within a relatively short period
of time and that the modifications done to the interior were also done over a short period
of time. Looking for these patterns eventually bore fruit and two groupings of dates were
identified within the barn among those specimens that had their outermost rings.

Table 3 COFECHA output with i11tercorrelatio11 statistics for series creating site master (SS) a11d live trees (LT)
formi11g the refere11ce chro11ology

Corretationsof S0-yeardatedsegments,lagged 2Svears
Flags: A•correlationunder 0.3281buthighestasdated;

llTPOBlB
2LTPO02A

18572813

. 65
. 62

18742013

3LTPO038

19032813

4LTP064A

19282613

5 LTPO05A

18652813

6LTPO068
7 LTPO87A
8 LTPO08A
9 LTPO09B
10 LTPOleB
llLTPOllA
12LTPO13A
13LTPO14B
14LTPO1SA
15LTPO16A
16LTPO17A
17LTPO18A
18LTPO28A
19LTPO23A

19012813
1935 2"13
1864 2913
1696 2913
1756 2813
19412813
19452813
18692913
19142013
19312013
19302813
19232013
18642013
18422013

18412013
21LTP025A 1802013
22LTPO26A 18082013
23LTPO29A 18162013
24LTPO38A 18282013
2555PO85
18481930
26SSPO06
17521822
2755PO07
17941883
28SSPO89
18711931
29SSPO18
18781938
38SSPO14
183S1898
31SSPO1S
18531895
Av segment cor relll tion

. 66

, 62

.65

. 62
. 62

.60

. 68

.68

. 71
.63
. 52
. 69

.62
.75
. 53
. 69
.49

.62
.63
.64
.55
.74
. 68
.65

.52
.57
.58
.57
.71
. 51
,63
.39

.74
. 65

,SB
.64
,42

, 53
.70

. 72
.68
. 43
.52

.se

. 46

.se .s9 .s9

.65

. 53
,52

.67
.68

20LTPO24A

• • c orrelationhigheratothert handatedposition

.65
,46
. 59
.52
.57
.52
. 48
.35
, 48

.63

.se
,58
. 61

,43
,33

, 46

.49

. .53

.65
.65

.45
.67

.50
.68
. 55

.34•.34
.63 . 53
.48 . 43
,68 .63
.57 . 36
.67 . 67
. 76 . 76
.63 .51
. 65 .53

. 52
. 63
. 52

.ss
.43

, 47

.48
8.55 0 , 51 8 , 58 0.59 0,53 0 . 53 0 . 54 0.58 0.55 0 . 54
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Cutting Dates

The results from the data analysis indicate two date clusters found in the barn
(Table 4). One of them relates to the construction of the barn c. 1895, and the other
indicates the date of modification of the interior c. 1931 . Both of these dates seem
consistent with the material culture utilized within the barn for its construction. Of the
seven dated series, five had their outermost rings intact from which a cut date could be
obtained, one had sapwood from which cut date could be estimated, and a cutting date
was not able to be determined for the final sample because its outer ring and sapwood
was absent.
Two series out of the seven samples taken from the hewn frame of the barn could
be dated. One of the logs supplied a cut date of 1895 (SSPO15, a sill log) and the other
correlated well to 1890 (SSPO14, a hewn post). There were other higher correlations for
the placement of these specimens but none of the other suggested dates were clustered in
close proximity to one another, as one would expect in a building constructed in a short
time. Additionally, the suggested dates were far outside the expected date range of
construction. The outermost rings were intact in both of these samples and there was no
indication of new growth beyond the latewood transition indicating that the logs were cut
during either the late summer of 1895 or early spring of 1896 and late-summer 1890 to
early spring 1891. Numerous runs of the computer program were needed to confirm the
placement of the series and with such short segment lengths there were numerous
possibilities in which these segments could fit. However, by cross correlating with other
samples throughout the floating chronology that were better correlated with the master it
seems likely that these dates are correct.
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Another cluster of dates was related to the interior partition walls of the main aisle
in the barn. These timbers were all installed at roughly the same period of time as
indicated by the construction techniques and the identical saw marks left on the surface.
Therefore, much like the hewn posts of the supporting structure, clusters of several dates
were needed to confirm the age of this addition. These are milled lumber, but two of the
boards (SSPO05 and 10) that form the inner partition walls had a wane that contained the
outermost ring layers. Additionally, one of the supporting rails (SSPO09) of the partition
boards had an intact wane as well and supplied a cut date.
Upon examination of the data, a cluster of dates was identified around 1930 for
the samples. The dates for three samples included two that dated to 1930 (SSPO05 and
10) and one to 1931 (SSPO09). Observations of the last rings indicate that SSPO05/l 0
were felled either in the late summer of 1930 to the early spring of 1931 and SSPO09
indicates that it might have been felled in the summer of 1931 to the early spring 193 2.
The remaining two series that were able to be dated included one sample from a
framing member that contained only heartwood (SSPO06) and a sample from a cross
brace (SSPO07) that contained sapwood from which an estimate of the cutting date could
be obtained. SSPO06 correlated very strongly to 1822 with the reference chronology, but
had limited utility for this study as it did not provide a useful date to help with the
confirmation of the construction of the barn, but it did help reinforce the early part of the
site master chronology. SSPO07 proved much more useful since it contained sapwood
from which a cut date could be estimated. Utilizing the estimated thickness of sapwood
for Douglas fir (1.75-2.25" for trees over 15" in diameter) a cut date estimate of 1883 to
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1901 was projected, which compares favorably with the other dates determined for the
frame of the barn.
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4. DISCUSSION

Sites Development and Modification

As indicated by the cluster of dates that was found in the hewn frame of the barn
it appears that the barn was not constructed in 1887 as indicated by the oral interviews
but rather in either late 1895 or early 1896 based on the cutting date determined for the
frame of the barn, which was found in the sill. The reason for the erroneous date could be
a case of simple transposition of the dates in the recollections of the interviewees,
replacing the 96 with a 87. Through the analysis of this structure there is an absolute
certainty that the barn was not built in the 1887, for when the samples are tested with that
date against the reference chronology there is virtually no correlation. Even without
discovering the cut date of the tested series from the barn there was an equal utility in
discovering that there was almost no statistical probability that the barn could have been
constructed in 1887 or within several years of that date.
The construction date discovered by this analysis in retrospect appears to be a
better fit for the available oral histories and other historic data available about the Powers
family and the operation of the farm. Since Janette and Martin Powers were not married
until September of 1887 and the land was given to Janette the previous year, it seems
likely that it would have taken the new family some time to become established. The
construction date found in this analysis appears to conform more to when the family was
working at building and expanding the farm over several years and this was part of that
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expansion in the mid- l 890s. The barn does appear to have been built by Martin Powers
or somebody that he had hired to do the work for him since the construction date of the
barn falls within the period of ownership from 1886 to 1902 when the Powers family
owned land before selling it to Henry Orange Smith.

II

Examination of the date of modification for the barn is almost as intriguing as the

■
II

dates of construction for the entire barn. The evidence points to a significant modification
of the barn c. 1931-32 to update the barn for some new use. It is also interesting that this
modification occurred in the first years of the Great Depression and perhaps either

JI

signaled a change in farming methods or types of agricultural goods produced on the
farmstead. Further research into the families occupying the property and their livelihoods

II

could indicate if a shift in agriculture or economic activity occurred.

p
p

The estimated date from the cross brace indicates that it is original to the

,-.

structure, but since there was only one sample taken from a cross brace from which a date
could be estimated, confirmation would require several more samples to determine if they
are all original. Initial observations done during the fieldwork indicated that they might
have been replacements dating from a later rehabilitation of the barn due to the imprecise
fit of the braces to the frame . The analysis of the brace indicated the estimated cut date is
well within the range of the construction of the barn and therefore seems to indicate that
they were original and not part of the alteration of the barn that occurred in the 193 Os.
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Internal and External Crossdating Issues

There are a number of challenges that occurred in the crossdating of the samples
from the Powers Barn and one of the primary problems was the age of the trees involved
in the analysis of the frame of the barn. The wood from the beams and posts was quite
young when it was felled and displayed a lot of youthful vigor that is characteristic of
Douglas fir when it is first establishing itself in a stand. During this time much of the
climatic signal is suppressed by this vigorous growth. This masks the climatic signal in
the tree and makes dating difficult since it makes the pointer years less prominent. It was
noticed in the samples that there was noticeably different amounts of correlation with the
reference chronology and the sample between the inner and outer segments of the series.
The inner part of the series invariably gave less accurate results than the outer

I

rings in the series. Upon noticing these patterns, it was compensated by analyzing the
whole series from samples from the posts and beams rather than short segments. Even a
50-year segment length with a 25-year lag would sometimes give spurious results.
Analyzing the whole of the series was found to be more reliable (with caution) and the
results less ambiguous than what were found analyzing shorter segments. As was the case
with most of the other samples, analysis was undertaken at different resolutions to
identify problem areas and to possibly compensate for them. The young growth coupled
with short series length found in the samples, caused low correlation with the master due
to the suppressed climate signal within the samples and led to the majority of the samples
from the frame being considered not to be datable.
Future research undertaken on similar buildings will have to take into account the
factors introduced by young wood that was used in these timber frame barns. It would
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appear that for the construction of these barns people were selecting relatively straight,
tall trees with small branches, thin bark, and of 25 to 65 years of age. Such trees would be
advantageous to work with when hewing, but to dendrochronologist this is quite onerous
since the trees utilized have such as high component of young wood with a suppressed
climate signal. However, as was shown in this study, even with the low climate signal
these samples can be dated on occasion. Visual crossdating is difficult because of the
rapid growth and lack of pointer years and therefore the use of computer aids is desirable
to help pinpoint them to aid in dating.
Short segment lengths were another issue that came about during the analysis of
the data for this paper. Since most segment lengths were short and had a mean of just 65
years, their dating was difficult because of more than one probable matching location
with reference chronology. Longer segment lengths would have been advantageous, but
due to do the type of construction used that had a selection bias towards younger trees for
the frame of the structure, this was not possible. The segment length of a number of the
tested series was on the cusp of being unreliable for dating, which made their placement
more difficult and when series are that short they can fit into many more possible
positions than if there was a segment of more than 100 years in length.
Another disadvantage that this study had was the lack of other reference
chronologies within the region to crosscheck the results to see if they are accurate and
representative for the region or if another area provided better results, which could
indicate the presence of imported wood. It also would have been advantageous to have
these other reference chronologies to verify that the climatic signal seen in the reference
chronology created in this study is typical and where the boundaries of its reliability are.
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Issues in Site Selection

One of the primary challenges in this study was finding suitable study locations.
Initially three areas were identified as potential study locations that were located along
the length of Western Oregon. These areas were identified for the fact that they were in
public ownership and reasonably close to timber from which specimens of live trees
could be taken. However upon further pursuit of the sites as the study progressed it was
found that the locations were not as ideal as first assumed. This was particularly true for
sites in the Willamette Valley where a long history of habitation and historic burning has
eroded the amount of large trees available for crossdating. The locations that were
available for the sampling of live trees were found in areas that have been extensively cut
over and burned historically, limiting the number of old trees that could reach back far
enough into history to build chronology of sufficient length, which needs to range from
150-200+ years. Additional problems included that most of the remaining trees of
sufficient age were concealed in moist refugia. This can cause the tree to grow
complacently and to be not as useful for study due to the difficulty of identifying the keyyears that help with crossdating.
Additionally there are problems of ownership and interagency communication
and permissions. Much time was lost in the course of this study waiting for
communications regarding site selection and permissions for sampling within the study
area. The number of areas suitable for sampling is extremely limited and therefore it
takes communication with knowledgeable people who are familiar with the method,
including its possibilities and limitations, to identify suitable locations. Working with
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knowledgeable individuals within the local forestry community, while rewarding, was
time consuming and caused much loss of efficiency during the course of this study.
As stated previously, finding trees suitable for dating was a challenge not only for
permissions but also for suitable ages as well. Much of what we see in Western Oregon is
second growth or third growth trees that only appear to be old growth on first inspection.
Only when these trees are sampled is the dramatic rate of growth revealed; a tree of 30
inches in diameter may be only 100 years old. These astounding rates of growth come
from the tree being in the heart of its range at optimal conditions. Dendrochronology
today still primarily studies trees that are at the margins of their range and therefore
susceptible to environmental variations. Douglas fir in Western Oregon does not have
that limitation since it is not at the margins of its range but instead in its primary habitat.
This creates difficulty for anyone hoping to obtain useful data from the trees, but as was
seen in this study that useful information is still obtainable, but it is presented in a subtle
way.

I■

Challenges in Data Collection

The sampling of the Powers Barn suggested some of the major challenges that
might not be unique to historic structures in the region. First and foremost was the lack of
suitable sampling locations on the building. The frame of the barn while made of hewn
members had a lot of insect damage and very few surface areas that were suitable for
sampling, but still contained areas where the inner bark surface could be seen. These
locations were very important in obtaining specimens because they can indicate a cut date
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for the timbers. It was found that while there was a significant number of places where
the surface still existed, insects were attracted to the sapwood and created extensive
galleries just beneath the surface that would render the specimen fragile and unusable.
The more rot resistant heartwood was not as affected by either insect damage or the
brown rot. Also interestingly the horizontal members of the building appeared to be more
affected by insect damage than the vertical members. This may have to do with the
roughly constructed mows constructed above the bays that had many nooks and crannies
that could hide and protect insects and also helped retain moisture. It was therefore very
challenging to find areas of intact wood without insect damage that also contained
sections with the inner bark surface intact.
Of the two types of drill used on the project the Berliner Dendro-borher drill bit
performed better in the softwood found in the structure. The other drill that was of a
common hole-saw type design did not perform as well since the offset of its teeth had a
tendency to grip the core and twist them, which caused the loss of several specimens. The
use of this type of drill was stopped when it became apparent that it was designed for
more stable wood and was not suitable for the fragile insect gallery filled matrix found in
the Powers Barn. Additionally, the teeth found in the drill may perform better in denser
and drier wood, but with the long fibers found in damp Douglas fir the teeth of the bit had
a tendency to get clogged with fibers and become ineffective. If the sampling was done in
firmer wood or done at the end of the summer when the wood within the structure was
drier, this type of drill bit may have been more successful. The Berlin type, with its
sharper teeth, more effectively sheared the fibers and produced better cores for analysis
even through areas that had areas of insect galleries and other unstable wood. The small
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core produced by this drill was still highly susceptible to any kind of bending and many
cores were lost during chip clearing due to breakage.
The ideal method of collection was to cut specimens from whole timbers and not
use the coring drill bits. The large sample size that can be attained by this method was
preferable over the small cores due to the fact that rings could be seen over a broader area
and therefore any insect galleries that may be present with the sample could be avoided.
This was a problematic sampling strategy for the integrity of the building, as harm to the
structure was not desirable and therefore permanently altering it by removing parts was
less than ideal. So while sections were the preferred type of sample, their use had to be
limited in order not to cause harm to the structure, maintain the historic fabric and not
cause complications for any possible future restoration.

Origin ofWood Revisited
Examining the correlations between the live tree specimens and the crossdated
specimens from the barn it is quite possible that some of the milled lumber came from a
location adjacent to, but not necessarily in the Illinois River Valley. While the
correlations are still very good, they have less statistical correlation than what is
displayed by the reference chronology. It could mean that the specimens come from a
location that is sufficiently far away so as to have different environmental conditions than
present at the specimen collecting areas at Greyback and Sixmile and thus change the
correlations slightly.
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The dates obtained from interior partition walls were from the 1930s, which was
during a time of expansive industrial development in the region and where resources
were not always obtained and utilized locally. During this time road networks throughout
the region and national forests were being expanded at an incredibly rapid rate to obtain
new stands of previously unreachable timber. The use of trucks to transport the lumber
made obtaining trees from faraway locations more practical and the radius from which
the sawmills could obtain logs was greatly increased. The resulting lumber could also be
transported easily to regional centers for sale. Since one of the fundamental aspects of
dendrochronology is that growth patterns are links to a specific geographic location, the
source for the lumber could be pinpointed with further study and chronologies developed

I

and the specific region. Based on the observation of other sampling locations, such as a
site near Crater Lake Oregon, correlations drop off significantly within 100 miles and

I

with increased elevation. The correlation between the site chronology and reference
chronology is close enough to still consider the milled lumber from the study to be of
local origin.

Future Recommendations

While the outcome of this study did not produce the spectacular results that could
have been found in other locations such as the southwest of United States where the
conditions are right for the development of obvious pointer years, this study has
nonetheless provided valuable information where there was none before. It is hoped that
further research can be undertaken in this region to verify the findings that were
presented in this paper. It is also important to remember that there are regions within the
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State of Oregon that are more conducive to this kind of research such as Central and
Eastern Oregon where the rainfall is much less than it is in Western Oregon and therefore
more conducive to the production of pointer years within specimens.
It is in Western Oregon though that much of the historic attention has been placed
regarding the settlement and development of Oregon. Not only was it the focus of the
intentions of eastern settlers but it was also the home of many Native American groups
some of whom no longer exist. Utilizing this technique provides one more tool in the
study of these groups that can be exploited by creative individuals to help reconstruct past
histories.
The hewn framed barns that were the subject of this study are rapidly
disappearing from the landscape and it is therefore very important to document these
buildings before they disappear from the Oregon landscape. Secondary buildings and
structures have garnered far less attention from conservators and have been allowed to
decay before their importance was realized. There is good documentation regarding the
settlements of Oregon and the houses constructed, but as this paper has shown the
documentation of their outbuildings and other small structures and objects is much less
well documented. If the date for the Powers Barn was a decade off for a building a mere
119 years old the possibility that something from the earliest days of Oregon's history
was misdated is too great to ignore. Tree-ring dating therefore can serve a valuable
addition to research conducted regarding structures, objects and any other building in
which the date is in dispute.
It is important to consider that in this study the trees are growing in their optimal
conditions and therefore have little opportunity to become stressed by environmental
68
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conditions and develop obvious pointer years. Through the use of computer aided
analysis and measuring devices, we are able to tease out the small variations within this
environment that can help us date them. While W estem Oregon is a less than ideal
location to perform dendrochronology, this case study has shown that there is potential
for future research in the region. However, even with computer aids, the requirement of
selecting a proper site is clearly evident. Since so much of the construction during this
early time was constructed with old growth timbers from very close to the construction
site, the development of a local chronology would need to be developed for each
individual site. The rewards for doing such hard work would be a greater understanding
of a tool that can be extensively utilized to the future to great effect to check the accuracy
of historic records and oral histories.

Conclusion
During the exploration of this topic a number of challenges to using
dendrochronology for the dating of structures in Western Oregon were identified. Yet
despite these challenges, this project has shown that through careful analysis of the data
accurate results can still be obtained. Things to be mindful of when pursuing
dendrochronology with these environmental conditions include the following .

•

Lack ofavailable reference chronologies located near population centers

•

Lack oftrees ofsufficient age (due to historic logging and burning)

•

High rates of decomposition for wood in the Western Oregon climate and
insect damage
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Complacency of the trees and suppressed climate signal making visual
crossdating difficult

•

Low to moderate correlations making placement within a master

•

Climate signals in Douglas fir in its first few decades oflife is suppressed

•

Elimination of outer wane or sapwood in lumber and hewn beams making

•

Selection ofyounger trees for hewn beams and sills, in the specific case of

chronology difficult

due to vigorous growth

accurate dating difficult

JI

the Powers Barn

p
p
p
p
p

Despite the challenges present in this project, performing dendrochronology on
the structure discovered a number of significant findings regarding the construction
history of the barn including the following .
•

The construction date ofthe barn is 1895-96 and not c. 1887 as was stated
by the oral history

•

,.

A significant modification of the barn was made in 1931-32 where
partition walls were added to the center aisle of the barn

•

The trees used for posts and beams was cut from the late summer 1895 to
the early spring 1896

•

The wood used for the construction ofthe partition walls in the central
aisle was likely imported from a area relatively distant from the Powers

II

Barn, whereas the posts were obtained from the immediate area

Despite the challenges of performing dendrochronology in Western Oregon, the
discovery of multiple dates of construction and modification in the building demonstrate
the efficacy of dendrochronology to show the constant evolution of buildings to suit their
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owners' needs. The addition of the inner walls of the building are a good example of this
evolution and how in the 1930s this building was not meeting the requirements of the
family and was modified to suit their new needs. That modification is now part of the
story that the building tells but is one that may not have revealed so accurately without
the application of dendrochronology. Additionally, now that there is a reference
chronology established for the area, additional dendrochronology studies can easily be
conducted on buildings in the Cave Junction area.
The completion of this study has shown the value of performing
dendrochronology on historic buildings in Oregon. Even this small study on a building of
a relatively young age has shown that there are discrepancies in the dates provided by
written documentation, oral histories and what has been revealed by this project. The date
of 1895-96 for the construction of the barn is not far off from the recollection of the
family, yet this is significant. It demonstrates that while family histories are a rich source
of information, they are still subject to error. It also demonstrates that no one method is
perfect and that in order to provide an accurate assessment of a building and its
construction history that several dating techniques are needed for accuracy.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Figure 7 West elevatio11 of Powers 8am, view to southeast

,.
Figure 8 Southwest comer Powers 8am, view to 11ortheast
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Figure 9 Southwest corner, view to northwest

I

I
Figure IO East elevation of barn, view to west
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Figure 11 Ce11ter bay celli11g, view of cross braci11g, rem11a11t cedar shakes, rou11d rafters a11d rep/aceme11I milled
rafters i11 roofpeak

Figure 12 Ce11ter bay celli11g (south), view of cross braci11g, 11ai/i11g su,faces, ro11111/ rafters, rep/aceme11I rafters a11d
broke11 beam ill ce11ter ofplwto
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Figure 13 View looking east at replaced roof section and supporting structure

I

"
"
Figure 14 View looking west at round rafters and supporting structure
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Figure 15 South interior partitio11, /ookillg southeast. Note rem11a11t sill, improvised hayracks a11d mow

Figure 16 North i11terior partitio11, lookillg 11ortheast. Note rem11a11t sill, improvised hayracks a11d mow
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Figure 17 Tllrougll te11011 detail, 11ote layout Ji11es a11d low 11umber of ri11gs i11 tree cross-sectio11

Figure I 8 Peggi11g of tllrougll te11011 detail, 11ote I" Douglas fir pegs a11d layout li11es
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Figure I 9 View of cellfer aisle /ooki11g east with 11orth a,1d south partitio11 walls, hay racks a11d mows visible

Figure 20 Fieldsto11e pier fo1111datio11 1111der a post
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APPENDIX B: HISTORIC PLAT OF WATKINS FARM

I
I

Figure 21 Locatio11 of origillal Do11atio11 La111/ Claim of William H. Watki11s (circled) (BLM GLO map 1857)
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APPENDIX C: U.S.G.S . MAPS
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•=--------::--..::;...-:.=.--:-=.:-=..Figure 22 Sixmile creek collectio11 area (circled), (map USGS 7.5' Eight Dollar Mo1111taill, 1996)
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Figure 23 Greyback Creek (I & 2) col/ectio11 area (circled), (map USGS 7.5 ' Kerby Peak, 1996)
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APPENDIX D: COMPLETED LIVE TREE COLLECTION FORMS

Lh·e Tree Core Collections

Site: MartioPowmBam Date: 02/23/14 03/26/ 14and05/04/ 14

Page: _l_of_2_

Recordedby:S. Chilvers
Si1e Description: Live•tree sampling site. Site is located near the Greyback Creek Ranger station located at the
junctionofGreybackandSuckerCreeksandisthelocationofacampground. Treesonboththenorthandthesouth
sides of Greyback Creek were sampled but the ones on the northern slopes were found to have greater sensitivity
and denser growth rings. Samples are from the SOUTH side of the creek unless noted. Two samples were attempted
tobetakenfromeachtree. Elevation 1950-2500'

YCoordinate

CoringHeioht

DBH/Species
Dou,lns Fir

DouJdasfir
Douglas Fir

Notes
~28" DBH

~30" DBH,
takenfromnonh
side of creek
Poor scnsitivit

Douglasfir

Secondsample
Not Taken.
Rolt'cninccntcr

Douglasfir

Pitchincenterof
trec, shortcore
inbothsnmoles

Doun.lasfir
Douglasfir

Largegrowth
ringswithlinle
sensitivity.
Second sample
nottakcn

Samples taken
03/18/2014
Below. Same
location
DouglasFir
Douglasfir

Douglasfir

Douglas fir

Figure 24 Collectio11formfor Greyback Creek sampli11g area (page 1 o/2)
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Goodcore, some
itch,28" DBH
Corebroke into
3pieccsducto
pitchockets
Goodcore, 3.S'
DBH
Poorcore
extraction, 3.S'
DBH

•

DouglasFir

Douglasfir

Lowst: 1muvny,
)Ulll 28" DBH
' Ide

"~i

rowtn

~tg

~

LT-PO-13A

Douglasfir

110e rowm

~.¥

n:Ug

Samples Taken
03/26/20 14
Below.One
Mile Further Up
Road Near
Greybackck

Douglas fir
Douglas Fir
Douglas f ir
Near
Greyback#2on

osTo412o1'4
FromGreyback
#2on
05/04/2014
Douglasfir

Doug lasfir

Figure 25 Col/ectio11formfor Greyback Creek sampling area (page 2 of2)
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Goodcorewit11
good sensitivity
and length
Goodcorewith
good sensitivity
and lenth

(I

Live Tree Core Collections

Site: Powers Barn

Date: 03/ 18/ 2014

Page: _I_ of _I_

Field Crew: S. Chilvers
Site Description: Sampling site is located near Little Six Mile Creek along Forest Road NF4105. Sites were primarily on sloping hillsides with a southwestern aspect. Area has been
hea,·ily burned o,·er by the 200 I Biscuit Fire and many of the trees in the area have died.
Rounds taken during sampling may have died anywhere between 2001 and 2014. Soils are
rocky and poor in all sampling areas. Only single samples were taken at this location due to
time constraints.

Sample ID

X Coordinate

Y Coordinate

Notes

0H0225

4684i29

Coring
Heie:ht
BH

DBH / Species

LT-PO-ISA

Douglas Fir

35" DBI-I, eh·
2180'

4683115

BH

Douglas Fir

30" DBH, elv
li80'

LT-PO-16A

LT-PO-17A

OH0301

4683115

BH

Douglas Fir

28" DBH, eh·
1582'

LT-PO-ISA

0440263

4683154

BH

Douglas Fir

34" DBH,

LT-PO-19A

0440206

4683173

BH

Douglas Fir

34" DBH,

wide rings.

wide rings.

LT-PO-20A

LT-PO-21

Unknown

BH

Douglas Fir

32" DBH.
sections of
ring rot

BH

Douglas Fir

Round taken
from side of
road.(Small)

BH

Douglas Fir

Round taken
from side of
road.(Lare:e)

pro,·cnance

LT-PO-22

Unknown
provenance

Figure 26 Collectio11 form for Sixmile Creek co/lectio11 area (page 1 of 1)
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APPENDIX E: COMPLETED STRUCTURE COLLECTION FORMS

STRUCTURE Core Colle<lion,
Site: Martin Powers Barn Date: 02/2312014 , 03/26/2014 ttnd 5/412014 Page: _ I_ of _1_

Recordedby: S. Chilvcrs

Site: Description: Powers Dam site. hewn limber frame barn located east of Cave Junction. ODOT property located
adjacenttotheOrcgonCavesHighwayalongacrcckinanoaksavannahwithadjaccntareascovcrcdin

Pondcrosa/JcITcry pine/Douglas fir. Samples were both cored and sawn from timbers and both the rl!Jllaining wood

andthesamplt.."Swerclnbclcdforfuturerefcrcnce

Sample ID

Wane
Present
YIN
N

SamplcDcscription
Samplecu1frominteriorlives1ockpartition

193-3008

Samplcbrokewhcnremoved.
Gluedondtopedback

193-3010

Samplcbrokenintoscveral
pieccs.Clcanbrcak,cach

wallonlhcnonhside,#18boardfrom
w<.-stcmcntrancc. Nooutsidefeatures.

together. Sample number

Goodscnsilivityinsamph~

written on both samples.

Samplccutfromintcriorpani1iononnorth
sidcfrom#24boardfromwestcmcntrance.
Nooutsidefcatures. Goodsensitivityin
sample.
SS·P0-03

frngmenllabeled.

Core sample token with hollow bit from 2""
vcrticalpostfromwcstcmcntranccon

Samplebrokenin3pieces
wi1hpowdcryscctionstha1
may nmprovc uscfulbut

south sidcofs1rncture. Outcrmostlaycr

containsoutcnnostsurface

rc1turcsprc!lcnLPoor scnsi1ivi1y in
sample.
SS·P0-04

Rcmaind1..-rof~mplcgood.

Corc sa mpkinkcnfrom2'"'vcnicolpost
from western entrance. Outermost l~yer

193-3009

Drill Broken. Vcrysofi
sample location with many
insect boreholes.

featurcspresent.Attcmptcd3 samplcs

~:~!~; ~~i ~~~~: t~~t;; ~~a:~;;i~~~
compktcsamplestakcn.
Samplccutfrom#l7intcriorpanition
boardfromwcstementranceonthcnorth

l93·3008

1-Iasex:tcriorfeamresprescnt
andgoodscnsitivity. May~
ki:ysample.

193-3011
193-30 12
193-3013

Goodsensitivity. poor
proveo ·ence.

193-3007

Goodscnsitivitybutfroma

sidcadjacentto snmple #SS-PO-0 1. Good
sensitivi ty.
Tukenfromthcnorthsideofthceasl
entrance from a hewn fragment that may
havebccn part of thedoorfra mebutexact

provenienceisuncertajn _
Takenfromthecndofafallencross-brace
thatwas foundbetweenlhel 51 and2""bcnts

~~ \~~c~<~;l~:~~eo~~~:!~t~:i~ef~~~ ;i:;
1

thc ' ntcr'or

fon

Figure 27 Powers Bam samples (page 1 o/2)
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milledpieceofwoodof
unknown original thickness.

I■.

Samplebrokehalfwaytbroughclosetothe
centerofthetreeaudhaswidecomplucent
rings.
Corewastakenfromanuppcrrailbetween
thethirdnndfourthbeotonthenorthside
{Atfourthintaclboardfromcastside).

Outer edge features present.

Outcredgefcaturespresenl

Sampletakenfrominteriorcrossbraceof
unknownproveo·ence .

3091

Lessthan50rings.

Duplicate of snmple #3 from a few inches
belowthatsnmple. Unbroken.

None

Outer edge present. Good
Core

Samples
below taken

Taken from #3 post on N side or entrance
Taken from #3 post from west entrance on
souths idl.!ofbnm

Outer edge present. Core
Broken in several places.
None

Outer edge present. Good
Outer edge present.Good

Takcnfromsouthintcriorsilllog

Outercdgcprcscnt.Good

approx.imately2'westof#3postfromwcst
cn1rance. Duplica1cof#lS
Outer edge Present.Good
.. .._

··•--

n ..

· -•

J.1.1:;

Ill
II
Ill
II

-n

II
D

n
II

D
D
Figure 28 Powers Barn samples (page 2 o/2)
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APPENDIX F: COFECHA OUTPUT
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